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Debut eurobond issue on the way  

 Uzbekistan (-/BB-/BB-) will hold an investor roadshow for its debut 

eurobond issue on 7-12 February. A US$-denominated benchmark five- 

and/or 10-year eurobond offering will follow, subject to market conditions. 

 It follows a long wait. Issuance plans have been mooted for some time, 

with media reporting a year ago on plans for US$200mn-300mn of bonds 

to be issued in 2018. At the time, it was reported that proceeds may be 

used to finance infrastructure projects and would set a benchmark for the 

private sector. It now looks like the size will be larger. S&P and Fitch 

assigned their first-time ratings in December 2018.  

 Uzbekistan (BB-) falls between Azerbaijan (BB+) and Belarus (B) in terms 

of rating notches. Another regional rating comp might be Tajikistan, 

although it is three notches lower, at B-. Tajikistan 27s trade at 8.7% 

(spread: 114bps to the equivalent US Treasury).  

 Outside the CIS, similar rating comps might be Vietnam (Ba3/BB-/BB) and 

Senegal (Ba3/B+/-). Vietnam 24s trade at 3.9% (spread: 127bps). Senegal 

24s trade at 5.8% (spread: 320bps). Senegal 33s trade at 7% (spread: 

419bps).  

 A new issue premium, scarcity factor, diversification potential and possible 

limited future supply might see relatively tight pricing, while lack of 

familiarity and institutional/governance factors could see wider pricing. 

Uzbekistan’s ratings are supported by low debt, modest twin deficits and 

high reserves. However, the country’s track record of reforms is limited, 

and its ability to manage significant foreign capital inflows and the political 

business cycle is untested. Much will depend on how the roadshow goes. 

 Below, we provide macro background on Uzbekistan, detail on the debt 

stock and information of the key comparable sovereign bonds. 
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Uzbekistan’s key macro features 

 The largest country in central Asia by population (32.9mn, nominal GDP 

US$51.3bn, according to the IMF), Uzbekistan is nearly three times the size of 

Tajikistan (B3/B-/-), which was a debut issuer in 2017. Its per capita income 

(US$1,600) is twice that of Tajikistan, but well below Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia 

and Ukraine.  

 The sixth-fastest growing country (historical data to be treated with some 

caution) over the 10 years to 2016 (average real GDP growth of 8.3% pa, according 

to the IMF), behind Nauru, Ethiopia, Turkmenistan, Qatar and China (Figure 1). 

The Fund expects it to be the 26th-fastest-growing country over the next five years 

(average 5.7% pa, the same as Egypt and Panama), although the general stability 

in the officially reported GDP growth rate may seem dubious. Growth has slowed 

somewhat since 2016, falling to 5.3% 2017 due to external shocks (lower 

commodity prices and remittances) and there is some evidence of overheating, 

according to the IMF.   

 Commodity dependence, with gold, cotton and energy (natural gas) its key 

exports. The country holds the fourth-largest gold reserves in the world. Gold and 

energy generally account for half of the country’s exports. However, it is still a net 

oil importer, as demand significantly exceeds domestic production. 

 Favourable credit metrics. Uzbekistan has modest twin deficits – a 2.8% fiscal 

deficit and a 1.5% current account deficit, according to IMF projections (although, 

in November, the Fund projected a wider current account deficit, of 3%). It achieved 

a current account surplus from 2000-17, although the shift to deficit may be 

appropriate as the country seeks to reform and modernise. At the same time, the 

external balance is supported by significant income and transfers. Workers’ 

remittances amount to cUS$1bn (or c2-3% of GDP, according to the IMF). We 

continue to monitor the widening current account deficit, given concerns about 

overheating.  

 Low indebtedness. Public debt is 19% of GDP (projected to rise to 22% in 2019), 

while external debt is 36% of GDP (split evenly between public external debt and 

private external debt; Table 2). The government has no domestic debt and does 

not (currently) owe external commercial creditors. Its main external creditors are 

multilaterals. State-driven growth since 1991 has led to the large publicly 

guaranteed external debt. As a share of GDP, public debt was on a declining trend 

from the early 2000s, but rose sharply in 2016-17 following devaluation (Figure 2). 

Public debt/GDP doubled in 2015-18, albeit from a low base (this is in contrast to 

Tajikistan, whose debt/GDP nearly doubled over 2014-17, partly due to 

devaluation, and is now projected at 54% of GDP). In US$ terms, public external 

debt has risen by 40% since Q1 2016. The IMF assessed risks to debt sustainability 

as low in its last DSA in April 2018. A gradual increase in external borrowing is 

projected over the medium term. Public sector external debt service is also low, 

given the composition of public external debt (amounting to US$260mn in the four 

quarters to Q2 18, according to central bank data).  

 Strong liquidity cushion. Foreign reserves stood at US$27bn (18 months’ import 

cover) at end-2018, largely unchanged over the year. Gold makes up around half 

of its reserves. Assets in its sovereign wealth fund provide further liquidity support, 

according to Fitch.  

 Double-digit inflation remains a key challenge. One concern is the high rate of 

inflation, driven up after cuts to certain subsidies, including for petrol and electricity. 

CPI inflation ended 2018 at 14.3%, according to the state statistics office; little 

changed from the 14.4% rate at end-2017, but lower than the IMF projection of 

17.5%. The Fund expects inflation to remain high over the near term. High inflation 

could test the central bank as it transitions towards inflation-targeting. Its policy rate 

has remained unchanged at 16% for the past few months, after two sizeable 

increases: a 200bps hike in September 2018 and a 500bps hike when the 

tightening cycle began in June 2017.  

 The country appears to have a good relationship with the IMF. The last Article 

IV was published in May 2018, which noted the authorities’ comprehensive reform 

programme. A further statement was issued on 8 November 2018, following an IMF 

https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/CR/Issues/2018/05/11/Republic-of-Uzbekistan-2018-Article-IV-Consultation-Press-Release-Staff-Report-and-Statement-45873
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staff visit. Uzbekistan has not had an IMF programme for 25 years (probably 

because it has not needed one).  

 A bold reform agenda. President Shavkat Mirziyoyev has overseen a period of 

economic and social reforms and opening of the economy, including lifting currency 

controls and easing some travel restrictions. This saw the currency (the soum) 

depreciate by 48% against USD in September 2017, although it has reverted to a 

steady crawl since. Uzbekistan has seen its ranking fall (ie improve) markedly on 

the Doing Business Index in recent years, rising to 87 from 141 (out of 189) in just 

one year in 2016 (due to improvements in starting a business, access to credit and 

registering a property) and has seen a more gradual improvement since (Figure 3).  

 The government has ambitious multi-billion-dollar public sector-led 

infrastructure plans, across various sectors (energy, electricity, mining, tourism, 

chemicals and technology). The administration’s ability to appraise, manage and 

prioritise these projects effectively will be crucial in ensuring value for money, 

sustainable growth and debt sustainability, and could test its institutional capacity.  

 The former Soviet republic has a warm relationship with Russia. The two 

countries signed over US$27bn in business deals in October 2018.  

 A history of political suppression. Elections under Mirziyoyev’s predecessor 

Islam Karimov were criticised for their lack of freedom. Opposition parties and 

independent media have been suppressed, and there is a history of alleged human 

rights abuses. Mirziyoyev was elected president with 88.6% of the vote at the 

December 2016 election. The country ranks poorly on the Freedom House index 

of political freedom, scoring a lowly 9 (out of 100) in the 2019 rankings; the same 

as Tajikistan, just below Azerbaijan and China, and slightly better than Sudan and 

Saudi Arabia. 

 The country ranks 105 out of 189 on the UN’s Human Development Index, the 

same as Belize, and between Botswana and Gabon; but above South Africa and 

Egypt.  

 For more on Uzbekistan, see the latest Eurasia Macro Monthly from our research 

partner, Macro-Advisory.  

Bond comps 

We show possible regional bond comparisons (by rating and maturity) in Table 1.  

Table 1: Selected bond comps  

Country Security 

YTM 

(%) 

Z-sprd 

(bp) 

AVL 

(yrs) 

Mdur 

(yrs) 

Size 

(US$mn) Moody’s S&P Fitch 

5y 

         

Azerbaijan AZERBJ 4 3/4 03/18/24 4.2 159 5.1 4.5 1250 Ba2 BB+ BB+ 

Armenia ARMEN 7.15 03/26/25 5.4 278 6.1 5.0 500 B1 - B+ 

Belarus BELRUS 6 7/8 02/28/23 5.9 334 4.1 3.5 800 B3 B B 

10y 

         

Azerbaijan AZERBJ 3 1/2 09/01/32 4.8 214 12.6 9.9 1077 Ba2 BB+ BB+ 

Belarus BELRUS 6.2 02/28/30 6.9 413 11.1 7.9 600 B3 B B 

Tajikistan TAJIKI 7 1/8 09/14/27 8.7 630 7.4 5.6 500 B3 B- - 

Source: Exotix, Bloomberg. Prices as of 5 February on Bloomberg.  

 

 

  

https://research.exotix.com/article/eurasia-macro-monthly-2019-different-paced-ev
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Figure 1: Real GDP growth and inflation (%)  Figure 2: Public debt/GDP ratio (%) 

 
 

Source: IMF WEO Source: IMF WEO  

 

Figure 3: Doing Business Rankings 

 

Source: World Bank’s Doing Business, Exotix. Note: The lower the number, the 

higher the rank.  

 

Table 2: External debt stock  

Q2 18 US$mn % of GDP 

Public and publicly guaranteed external debt (PPG) 8,041.2 18.6 

o/w Direct debt 5,542.5 12.8 

              Multilaterals 3,962.1 9.1 

              Bilaterals 1,580.4 3.6 

              Commercial banks 0.0 0.0 

       Government-guaranteed 2,498.7 5.8 

              Multilaterals 197.0 0.5 

              Bilaterals 1,816.3 4.2 

              Commercial banks 485.4 1.1 

Private non-guaranteed external debt (PNG) 7,538.2 17.4 

o/w Multilaterals 193.5 0.4 

       Bilaterals 1,432.0 3.3 

       Commercial banks 5,912.8 13.7 

Total external debt 15,579.4 36.0 

Source: Central Bank of the Republic of Uzbekistan, IMF, Exotix  
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